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> What we know so far

> Processes and powers of a Royal Commission

> Terms of Reference overview – what will be 
covered?

> Learnings from past Royal Commissions

> Tips for Preparing

> Leading through a Royal Commission

> After the Royal Commission

What we’ll cover today
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> Who? Commissioners identified. 

> Justice Joseph McGrath 

> Ms Lynelle Briggs AO

> What? Terms of Reference released

> Where? Adelaide (with touring hearings)

What (else) do we know so 

far?
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> When?

> Expecting Directions Hearing in first week of 
December 2018

> First hearing in February 

> Interim report by 31 October 2019, and a final 
report by 30 April 2020

> Why? Oakden, recent media coverage, lobbying

> How? Waiting on the practice guidelines from the 
Commissioners

> Which providers? We don’t know! 

What do we know so far?
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> Purpose of the Royal Commission

> Investigate the Terms of Reference

> Report – findings and recommendations

> Inquisitorial in nature – run by the 
Commissioners 

> Extensive coercive powers

> eg can compel people to attend to give 
evidence, produce documents 

> Not bound by strict rules of evidence

More on the How -
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> Process

> Establish the framework/ scoping 
document

> Gather information / documents

> Review reference material

> Interview relevant witnesses

> Public Hearing

> Report

> Referrals to regulators

> Government response

More on the How - cont
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> Data from the regulators

> Your responses!

> Past reports: Tune Review, Carnell Paterson etc 

> Senate Inquiries: 

> Quality of Care

> Effectiveness of aged care quality assessment 
framework

> Submissions made directly to the RC (yet to open)

> Current Queensland parliamentary inquiry into aged 
care, end-of-life and palliative care (due 30 November 
2019)

How will the RC inform itself?
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Practice Guidelines (example 

from Banking Commission)
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> Terms of Reference set the scope or boundaries of 

the inquiry

> Covers “all forms of Commonwealth funded aged care” 

> Currently very broad but scoping documents will 

outline the range of each term

> The ToR is the touchstone for relevance

> Usually interpreted broadly given the nature and 

function of Royal Commissions to inquire into matters 

that are “reasonably incidental”

More on the What -
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> The quality of care provided to older Australians, 
and the extent of substandard care 

> The challenge of providing care to Australians with 
disabilities living in residential aged care, 
particularly younger people with disabilities

> The challenge of supporting the increasing number 
of Australians suffering dementia and addressing 
their care needs as they age

> The future challenges and opportunities for 
delivering aged care services in the context of 
changing demographics, (in particular people’s 
desire to remain living at home as they age) and in 
in remote, rural and regional Australia

Terms of Reference
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KEY ISSUE: 

What is 

substandard 

care?



> What the Aus gov, industry, families and the wider 
community can do to strengthen the system of 
aged care services

> How to ensure that aged care services are 
person centred including through allowing 
people to exercise greater choice, control and 
independence in relation to their care and 
improving engagement with families and carers 
on care related matters

> How best to deliver services in a sustainable way, 
including through innovative models of care, 
increased use of technology, investment in the 
aged care workforce and capital infrastructure 

Terms of Reference
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Is person 

centred care 

the same as 

CDC?



Issues expressly named in Terms of Reference include: 

> Workforce

> Quantity and quality 

> Supervision (particularly with home care?)

> Need for close partnerships with families, carers and 
others providing support 

> Clinical care 

> Nutrition and hydration (food)

> Challenges of dealing with dementia 

> Abuse

Key Issues (express)
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> Mental health 

> “Choice and control” 

> End of life care 

> Medication management

> “Positive behaviour supports to reduce 

or eliminate the use of restrictive 

practices"

Key Issues (express, cont)
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Not expressly mentioned but likely to be 

raised impact: 

> Greater transparency of regulatory 

action

> Reportable assaults and serious 

incident investigation

> Staffing ratios and link to quality 

> Surveillance in rooms

Key Issues (implied)
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> Funding 

> For-profit vs Not-for-profit vs government

> Increased consumer-pays

> Complexity of the system

> Regulatory effectiveness

> Elder abuse 

> Safety measures vs dignity/risk/choice

> Agreements (plain language/security of 
payments) 

Key Issues (implied)
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> What issues would you LIKE to see 
raised? YOU GET TO HAVE YOUR 
SAY

> Security of tenure

> Managing difficult residents within the 
framework 

> Tune Report recommendations (eg basic 
daily fee)

> Home care fees – lack of consistency and 
transparency 

Other Possible Issues
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> Funding for complex residents

> Difficult behaviours

> How is the cost of “consumer direction”/ 

extra communication/ complex families 

in care delivery funded?

> Lack of appeal rights against decisions 

by the Commissioner and the Agency 

Other Possible Issues (cont)
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Are there any 

issues that 

AREN’T 

covered by 

the ToR?



> Commissions can have either an 

investigative or a policy focus or both!

> This one will probably have a mix

> The investigative part is the scary part, 

the policy part could be positive!

Investigative or policy?
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Lessons learnt from previous 

Royal Commissions



> Run on tight deadlines

> RC sets the procedure or timetable to 

be followed – little flexibility

> Short time to produce documents

> The documents produced must strictly 

comply with the RC Document 

Management Protocol (matter for your 

legal team)

Lessons learnt
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> RCs tend to use case studies which 
means hearings are grouped into themes

> Representative sample of providers may 
be called to give evidence

> NFP/ for profit

> Smaller/med/large

> Rural 

> Public 

> Home care only 

Lessons learnt
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> RC may limit the witness for public hearings 
to 1 person so ensure you identify the best 
person that is: 

> Knowledgeable

> Has been given sufficient time to prepare and 
appear

> Can represent your organisation well

> Manage conflicts of interest 

> Articulate and open witnesses serve the 
organisation the best

Witnesses 
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> No documents should be destroyed at 
this time even if in time with document 
retention policy

> Be careful with new documents, don’t 
make things worse for yourself!

> Review whether your insurance policy 
covers the costs of preparation and / or 
appearance at the RC

Documents
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How to best prepare your 

organisation for the Royal 

Commission



> Establish the RC Team & Process

> Leader (is this you?)

> Delegate authority to provide instructions –

lawyers, PR, HR, insurer

> Portfolio responsibilities

> Document management

> Audit

> Improvement Plan

Scope the team
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> Initial audit 

> Determine your hot spots (non-compliances, 

complaints, claims, who has an axe to grind?)

> Consider your risk profile against each of the Terms

> Extensive Audit

> Improvements actioned to date and their 

effectiveness

> Focus on instances where failings have been 

repeated 

> Stress test your policies and documentation 

Assess your risk
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> Are there any particular issues that you 
have previously sought legal advice 
regarding which will likely come before 
the RC?

> Are there any particular vulnerabilities to 
reputational impacts that may arise from 
the RC?

> Are all of your complaints and regulatory 
information easily accessible? 

Questions you should be 

asking now 
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> Understand your weaknesses 

> Know your pitch and organisation’s 

story

> Ensure your approach to the inquiry is in 

line with your mission statement

> Identify the positive contributions you 

can make to the Royal Commission (eg 

around innovation, positive stories)

Take a position
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> Compile a list of documents you think you may need to 
produce and ensure they are easily accessible (eg 
separate hard drive)

> Don’t forget it’s not just the client file

> Coroner’s decisions

> Policies (old versions)

> Undertake any analysis that could be produced to 
summarise your position including improvements made

> Put document retention policies in place for new 
documents created

> Identify the relevance of documents as they are found, 
sorted or created

Know your documents
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> Improvements phase

> Update your Continuous Improvement Plan 

to address any areas of weakness

> Implement/address any internal review 

recommendations that are outstanding

Action improvements
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> Appoint external supports

> Public Relations

> Human Resources

> Risk Management

> Clinical / Behavioural experts

> Document management

> Legal/barrister representation

Engage supports
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What are you 

most worried 

about in the 

preparation 

phase?



What good leadership looks 

like during a Royal 

Commission



> Demonstrate openness and integrity – each 

organisation will have weaknesses

> Represent your organisation’s values

> Set a positive approach to the Royal 

Commission – improving the industry

> Use key messaging and seek proactive 

reform

> Stakeholders will be your greatest asset and 

your greatest threat so keep them informed

Tips for leading well 
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What’s going to happen after

the Royal Commission?



Government level

> Recommendations for legislative 

change 

> Funding linked to care

> Personal liability of Board for care

> Policy change eg Standards/Quality 

Commission

> Funding restructure

Potential outcomes of this RC
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Provider level - general

> Potential for class actions 

> Compliance action from the 

Department/New Quality Commission

> Reputational damage

> Investments

Potential outcomes of this RC 

cont
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Provider level - operationally

> Corporate governance reviews

> Insurance

> Employment contract review

> Managerial restructuring

> Accreditation system 

> How regulators interact with provider

Potential outcomes of this RC 

cont
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Where to seek advice



> LASA updates

> LASA Advisory Service

> Russell Kennedy 

> Guidance documents/Checklists

> Audit Tools

> RK Alerts

> Royal Commission’s website

Resources
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http://www.rk.com.au/royal-commission-into-aged-care-quality-and-safety/
https://agedcare.royalcommission.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx


> Start preparing NOW!!

> Put together the materials you think 

may be required to be produced

> Do a risk assessment/audit and start 

fixing things BUT be careful about 

documenting your stuff ups - you don’t 

want to dig your own grave

> Decide who will represent you

Summary
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> Once it kicks off, things may move 
quickly!

> The Commission can demand 
documents/evidence, very limited 
excuses for not complying 

> Leadership and planning will be critical

> Look after your stakeholders!

> Stay tuned – be prepared for what 
happens next!

Summary cont
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Questions?
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